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A workshop on crustal structure and seismotecton-

ics was held on the Chinese Teacher’s Day, the Septem-

ber 10th of 2011, in the city Lanzhou, China. Scien-

tists and graduate students from Chinese Academy of

Sciences, China Earthquake Administration, Chinese

Academy of Geological Sciences, and Japan Agency

for Marine-Earth Science and Technology delivered

over 20 oral presentations, with topics covering crustal

and upper mantle structure, seismic anisotropy, re-

cent earthquakes and seismotectonics, and earthquake

predictions. The presentations were followed by an in-

tensive discussion on fundamental processes in shaping

the Chinese mainland as well as in nucleating earth-

quakes. As a keynote speaker of the workshop, professor

Huilan Zhou from the Graduate University of Chinese

Academy of Sciences was invited to give a summary talk

at the end of the workshop. Although retired, profes-

sor Zhou delivered an extraordinary presentation that

summarized not only her passion on seismology over the

last forty years, but also rendered future directions in

exploring earthquake physics and Earth’s interior in the

digital era of seismology.

Seismology is traditionally divided to earthquake

seismology and structural seismology. Chinese seismol-

ogists have been making tremendous contributions to

both fields. Some of Chinese seismologists were partic-

ularly well recognized by their works on earthquake

physics in 1980s. For examples, Chen and Knopoff

(1986a, b) are two classic papers that provided profound
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insights on the dynamics of shear cracks. Zhou et al.

(1983a, b), on the other hand, are typically among the

early several studies on rupture complexity of intraplate

large earthquakes in China. While modern seismology

continues evolving with many exciting discoveries, such

as the finding of episodic tremor in young subduction

zone, the observational nature of seismology has never

been changed. The Chinese seismological society has

caught world’s attention once again by the completion

of the largest broadband seismic network on the globe.

This has been providing an unprecedented opportunity

for the new generation of seismologists in studying the

physics of both Earth’s interior and earthquakes. Many

of the studies presented at the workshop are built upon

this extraordinary seismic network.

Professor Keiichi Aki, the former president of the

Seismological Society of America, once said that “the

joy of being a seismologist comes to you, when you

find something new about the earth’s interior from

the observation of seismic waves obtained on the sur-

face, and realize that you did it without penetrating the

earth or touching or examining it directly”. The cen-

tral role of seismology in solid Earth science in explor-

ing Earth’s interior was well described in two classic

textbooks, Principle of Seismology (Xu and Zhou, 1982)

and Physics of Earth’s Interior (Zhou, 1990). These two

books have been widely used in high-level geophysics

courses, and have nurtured several generations of un-

dergraduate and graduate students in Chinese Academy

of Sciences. Seismologists and geophysicists who once

worked or studied in Graduate University of Chinese

Academy of Sciences have conducted creative works in

numerous fields, special in characterizing the seismic

source of large earthquakes in China (such as Zhou et
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al., 1983a, b), investigating the crustal stress by inver-

sion of nodal-plane data (Zhou and Ding, 1995), analyz-

ing seismicity in typical tectonic zone combining with

characteristics of strong earthquakes (such as Gao et al.,

2000), exploring the Earth’s deep structure by receiver

functions and Rayleigh wave dispersion (such as Shen

et al., 2008; Ma and Zhou, 2007) or by ray tracing tech-

nique (such as Lei et al., 2002) as well as in studying

theoretical travel time of seismic phases at the upper

mantle (Wei et al., 1993), also in measuring, calculating

and interpreting seismic anisotropy (such as Gao et al.,

1998; Liu et al., 1998), which have led to many signifi-

cant discoveries in these fields in seismology.

Following the workshop, we planned a special issue

on deep structure, seismic anisotropy and seismotecton-

ics presented in the workshop. We selected a total of 12

papers that cover exciting results from receiver func-

tions images of crustal and mantle structure by discus-

sions on double-crust structure, Conrad discontinuity,

the accuracy and stability with stacking technique as

well as usage of a peeling linear inversion; modeling of

crustal attenuation around a fault; distinct layering at

the top of the outer core by PKKP waves; measure-

ments of seismic anisotropy across China, both in con-

tinental and regional scales, in order to searching for

connection with stress and faults; novel techniques to

construct synthetic seismograms and their receiver func-

tions; double seismic zones in subduction zones; tecton-

ic implications and consequences of two recent strong

earthquakes in Chinese mainland, i.e., the 2010 MS7.1

Yushu earthquake and the 2011 MS5.8 Yingjiang earth-

quake; and discussions on equivalence of major propa-

gator algorithms. The diversity of the papers presented

here shows the rapid progress in seismology and geody-

namics in recent years in China.

We would like to thank all the authors for their

timely contributions to this special issue. Also, with

common wish from all the authors of this special issue,

we would express our sincere and heartfelt gratitude to

Prof. Zhou’s education in the past, as well as in appre-

ciation to her long-term contribution to the seismology

and geodynamics community over the last 40 years. We

appreciate the reviewers for their careful and construc-

tive comments to improve papers, thank Dr. Lili Tian

and Ms. Jiangli Liu in the editorial office of Earthquake

Science with their help in producing this special issue.

Finally, we thank Lanzhou Institute of Seismology, Chi-

na Earthquake Administration, for organizing the work-

shop and partly support by basic research project of

Institute of Earthquake Science, China Earthquake Ad-

ministration (No. 2011IESLZ05 and No. 2009-11&21).
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